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Identify a fraction as proper mixed or improper

Consumer Math
Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
1 Basic Math Review

Introduction Identify the stated goals of the unit and course

Number skills Recognize, use, and discriminate between cardinal and ordinal numbers
Categorize numbers into common subsets
Review and practice arithmetic operations

Signed numbers and Perform addition and multiplication with integers
Measurement scales Use measurement scales

Identify the most appropriate measurement scale for a given situation

A consumer application Calculate change due in a cash transaction

Division review Practice long and short division
Solve word problems by using division

Prime numbers and factors Categorize a number as composite or prime
Write composite numbers as a product of primes

Factors and products Review and practice subtraction
Review and practice multiplication

Fractions, lcm, and gcf Restate fractions in lowest terms
Calculate the LCM and GCF of a given pair of numbers

Fractions Define "fraction"
Identify a fraction as proper mixed or improper    , ,  
Recognize when two fractions are equivalent

Adding and subtracting Add and subtract fractions
Fractions Find the common denominator of two fractions

Write an equaivalent fraction given a particular denominator

Multiplying and dividing Multiply and divide fractions
Fractions Reduce fractions

Operations with mixed numbers Add and subtract mixed numbers
Convert mixed numbers to improper fractions

Consumer applications Solve word problems by performing operations with fractions

A ratio scale, decimals, and Convert fractions to decimals
 number bases Convert decimals to fractions

Use measurement scales

Operations and decimals Perform operations with decimals
Perform operations with mixed numbers
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Job skills: using metric units Practice converting between different units of metric measurement

Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
1 Basic Math Review - cont.

Consumer application, metrics Practice and apply unit conversions

Percent Convert decimals and percents to fractions
Convert fractions and decimals to percents
Convert percents and fractions to decimals
Calculate percentages of numbers

Base, rate, percentage Calculate percentages of numbers
Problems Solve Base, Rate, and Percentage word problems

Problem solving Solve basic arithmetic word problems with percentages
Solve basic arithmetic word problems with ratios

Mental problem solving Mentally compute arithmetic
Recognize and use pnemonic devices to aid mental calculation

Final review Review and practice concepts from the unit

2 Personal Finance
Money Describe and recognize historical developments in trade and money use

Evaluate sums and differences of decimal numbers to the hundredths
Convert fractions to decimals and vice versa

Finding a job Know factors that influence initial job searches

Job skills: using standard units Practice converting between different units of standard measurement

Job skills: using metric units    Practice converting between different units of metric measurement       

Converting systems Practice converting between the metric and standard units of 
measurement

Part- and full-time jobs Recognize various forms of compensation for employment
Calculate period earnings based on salary or hourly figures

Wages Calculate wages earned
Calculate overtime wages

Payroll Recall and restate some common payroll deductions and benefits
Compute gross pay based on hours, wages, deductions, and benefits

Payroll deductions Recall and restate some common payroll deductions and benefits
Compute gross pay based on hours, wages, deductions, and benefits

Other deductions Identify common payroll deductions
Calculate deductions and net pay

Self-employment: piecework Calculate compensation for piecework and self-employment
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data various formats

Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
2 Personal Finance - cont.

Commission and tips Convert between fractions, decimals, and percents
Calculate commision on sales
Calculate tips

Retirement planning Define retirement
Calculate retirement income for several different scenarios
Know factors that influence retirement

Story problems with review Solve word problems

3 Statistics
Home budget Find the mode of a data set

Find the median of a data set
Find the average of a data set

Organizing data Explore fundamentals of sampling, including randomness and bias
Make frequency distributions
Find the relative frequencies of numbers in a data set

Sets and probability 1 Calculate the probability of an event
Interpret and analyze venn diagrams, and use the information to solve 
word problems

Sets and probability 2 Find the intersection and union of two sets
Review and practice set notation

Representing dataRepresenting data Interpret data in various formatsInterpret  in  
Solve problems that involve data sets

Preparing a cash budget Make and evaluate a cash budget

Using records in planning Read family budgets and use this information to answer questions
Discriminate between sound and unsound budgets, and state the 
reasons why

A home business application Interpret cash budgets and sales forecasts
Identify effects of business cycles

Planning with measures of Calculate the range of a data set
Variation Calculate the deviation of a data set

Calculate the variance of a data set

Project: measures of central 
tendency

Calculate measures of central tendency
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Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
3 Statistics - cont.

Using the standard normal 
distribution

Calculate percentage area under portions of the standard normal curve

Interpret results from the standard normal curve

Z - scores and the normal Calculate z-scores
Distribution Use z-scores to answer questions involving probabilities

Sampling and estimation Estimate the sampling probability using z-scores

A balance sheet Create a budget sheet
Analyze a budget sheet

Confidence intervals Calculate confidence intervals for means and other statistical 
measurements

Review Review Unit 3

4 Taxes and Insurance
Life Insurance Identify and describe different life insurance policies and the benefits of 

each
Compare and contrast different forms of life insurance

Premiums Calculate life insurance premiums
Calculate policy payments

Loans and Cash Value Calculate the cash value of a life insurance policy
Calculate the loan value of a life insurance policy

Health Insurance Estimate health insurance coverage costs
Estimate health insurance benefits in a variety of situations

Special project: Insurance Special Project: Insurance

Other Insurance Analyze the benefits and costs of worker's compensation
List and explain the types of homeowner's insurance coverage available

Taxes: Federal 1040 Complete a federal 1040 tax return
Identify and describe the fields on a 1040 tax filing

Taxes: Fica Calculate percentage amount and dollar amount of Social Security 
deductions from wages

Taxes: State Determine state tax withholdings and liability

Taxes: Local Identify and describe possible local taxes and compute sales tax

Taxes: Other Identify and describe miscellaneous taxes
Compute property tax rates and property taxes

Review Review Unit 4
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Explore the difference between saving and investment

Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
5 Banking Services and Investments

Selecting a bank Restate historical facts about banking
Review addition and subtraction of decimal numbers

Checking accounts Identify different types of checking accounts and the banking institutions 
that offer them
Keep record of banking transactions and compute the balance of an 
account

Savings accounts Identify different types of savings accounts and the banking institutions 
that offer them
Keep record of banking transactions and compute the balance of an 
account
Calculate interest earned on a savings account

Reconciling statements Compare and balance a bank statement with a check register
Know the appropriate banking vocabulary

Atm's Calculate fees for online and ATM banking services
Identify the advantages and disadvantages of these services

Simple and compound interest Calculate simple and compound interest on a savings account balance

Other services Identify and describe other banking services, such as traveler's checks, 
safety deposit boxes, and certified checks

Financial planning Identify major goals that require financial planning
Explore the difference between saving and investment      

Stocks Calculate the earnings from stock investments
Explore the risks and benefits of investing in the stock market

Bonds Identify the categories of bonds
Relate bond rates to the return on investment

Mutual funds Compute value per share for a mutual fund portfolio
Assess costs for services for mutual funds

Wills and estates Know basic facts about wills and estate planning

Special Project: Wills Special Project: Wills

Distributing an estate Explore options of estate distribution
Know basic facts about trusts and living trusts

Review Review Unit 5
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Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
6 Banking and Credit Costs

Overdraft protection Calculate the benefits of overdraft protection in specific examples
Examine causes of overdraft and the fees associated with overdrafting 
an account

Financing large purchases Calculate the interest on large purchases
Calculate the service charges on large purchases

Interest first loans Calculate interest on discount loans
Calculate finance charges on discount loans

Installment loans Calculate the price and fees associated with installment loans
Calculate the time it would take to save and buy with cash

The annual percentage Know the definition of APR
Rate Calculate the APR on a loan

Automobile loans Calculate the costs of financing the purchase of an automobile

Mortgages Calculate the total interest on a fixed-rate mortgage
Calculate the monthly payment on a fixed-rate mortgage
Calculate the APR on a fixed-rate mortgage

Sequences, the rule of 78 Know the difference between a sequence, series, and progression
Calculate interest using the rule of 78

Credit Know the advantages and disadvantages of credit card purchases
Calculate interest payments on credit card purchases

Credit card purchases Calculate interest on a credt card purchase
Calculate the balance for a credit card
Calculate the monthly minimum payment for a credit card purchase

Review Review Unit 6
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Tabular data Estimate costs of

Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
7 Purchase and Sale of Goods

Purchasing and variables Calculate the new selling price of an item, after a markup

Discounts Calculate the new selling price of an item, after a discount

More discounts Define liquidity and prime rate
Calculate repayment of bills with discount for early payment

Markup Use information about cost, selling price, and markup

Graphs and trends Read bar graphs and line graphs
Use graphs to solve problems

Cost per unit Calculate the cost per unit to find the better value

Buying equipment BUYING EQUIPMENT

Tables as variables Use tables to see the relationships between variables

Graphs, functions, and Find the range, domain and ordered pairs of a function
Slope Find the slope of a function

Graph functions

Project: data summaries This project will require that you collect and organize data. 

A comparison technique Know the steps for comparison shopping on large purchases
Analyze different types of costs when comparison shopping

Tabular data interpretation  interpretation Estimate fixed and variable costs of maintaining and operating a vehicle fixed and variable   maintaining and operating a vehicle

Depreciation trends Calculate the past, current, or future value of an automobile
Compare maintenance costs and depreciation

Buy, lease, rent (I) Compute auto rental expenses
Compare and contrast leasing and buying an automobile

Buy, lease, rent (II) Calculate the monthly payment for a home purchase
Determine the closing costs on the sale of a home
Calculate local property taxes

Advertisements Translate abbreviations used in real estate want ads
Calculate the change in payment size on an adjustable-rate mortgage

Review Review Unit 7
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cost Use tables to costs

Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
8 Leisure, Travel, and Retirement

Leisure Determine costs of leisure activties

Free activities Identify free activities and hobbies
List and describe map-making techniques

Hobbies List and describe some common hobbies
Change the scale of a drawing or figure

Angles Identify and name angles
Measure angles using a protractor

Outdoor activities Identify and describe common outdoor activities
Understand the fundamentals of navigation with map and compass

Transportation and travel Solve for distances, rates, and times, including using the distance 
formula

Physical fitness Find the amount of calories in a meal
Calculate the amount of calories burned by a physical activity

Vacations Locate information resources for vacation destinations
Use time zones to calculate the time in any part of the world

Retirement planning Explore issues and options related to retirement
Identify benefits and goals of retirement

Comparing travel cost benefitsComparing travel  benefits Use tables and charts to determine travel costs, benefits, and risks  and charts  determine travel , benefits, and risks

Constructions Construct a line segment equal to a given line segment
Construct an angle equal to a given angle
Construct a perpendicular line bisector

Review Review Unit 8
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Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
9 Job Related Services

Ratio and proportion Use proportions to solve automotive-related questions
Calculate electrical voltage, current, and resistance

Food services Use ratio and proportion in food preparation

Personal appearance services Calculate nutritional recommendations using ratios and proportions

Pricing of services List and describe typical categories of overhead
Estimate the cost of performing a service

Perimeter and area Find the perimeter and area of circles, triangles, and rectangles
Apply perimeter and area formulas to solve real-world problems

Facility capacity estimation Use area and volume measurement formulas to answer questions 
regarding business productivity and capacity

Applications Compute the area of circles
Compute the area of triangles
Compute the area of rectangles
Compute the area of trapezoids

Circles Find the area of circles and ellipses

Area applications Use perimeter to solve problems related to carpentry, masonry, and 
construction
Use area to solve problems related to carpentry, masonry, and 
construction

Solid figures with plane Find the area of three-dimensional shapes
Boundaries Find the volume of three-dimensional shapes

Solid figures with curved Find the area of three-dimensional shapes
Boundaries Find the volume of three-dimensional shapes

Mixture problems Solve for an unknown quantity in a mixture of several ingredients

Architects and interior Identify architectural techniques and practices
Design Find the area of a rug

Geometry and indirect measure Use properties of similarity to make measurements

Consumer applications Solve consumer application problems

Review Review Unit 9
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Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
10 Consumer Math Review

Review: basic math (I) Review Unit 1

Review: basic math (II) Review Unit 1

Review: measurement Review Unit 1

Review: personal finance (I) Review Unit 2

Review: personal finance (II) Review Unit 2

Review: budgeting (I) Review Unit 3

Review: budgeting (II) Review Unit 3

Review: insurance Review Unit 3

Review: taxes Review Unit 4

Review: banking and investment 
(I)

Review Unit 4

Review: banking and investment 
(II)

Review Unit 5

Review: banking and credit costs 
(I)

Review Unit 6

Review: banking and credit costs 
(II)

Review Unit 6

Review: purchase and sale of 
goods (I)

Review Unit 7

Review: purchase and sale of 
goods (II)

Review Unit 7

Review: travel Review Unit 7

Review: leisure and retirement Review Unit 8

Review: geometry Review Unit 9

Review: job related services Review Unit 9

Extra practice Extra practice for entire course

Final review Final review for Unit 10 test
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